We apply Non-orthogonal Configuration Interaction (NOCI) to molecular systems where multielectron excitations, in this case double excitations, play a substantial role: the linear polyenes and β-carotene. We demonstrate that NOCI when applied to systems with extended conjugation, provides a qualitatively correct wavefunction at a fraction of the cost of many other multireference treatments. We also present a new extension to this method allowing for purification of higher-order spin states by utilizing Generalized Hartree-Fock (GHF) Slater determinants and the details for computing ⟨ S 2 ⟩ for the ground and excited states.
I. INTRODUCTION
With vital applications in the photophysics of vision, photosynthesis, and solar energy conversion, proper modeling of molecular excited states is an important challenge for quantum chemistry. Multielectron excitations are particularly interesting, as they play a significant role in molecules with extended conjugation, such as those in biology 1 and those used in organic photovoltaics 2 , and are a necessary component for understanding multiexciton formation 3, 4 , which could potentially lead to the enhancement of solar cell efficiencies. Modeling of multielectron excitations is difficult because the most commonly used and computationally efficient ground-state methods, when applied to excited states, fail to capture excitations of this character.
The most commonly used electronic structure method to compute excited states is the time dependent variety of density functional theory (TDDFT) 5, 6 , but because the most computationally tractable solution to the TDDFT equations utilize a linear response formalism they are unable to treat multielectron excitations. 7, 8 Although there have been a number of developments toward a DFTbased theory to treat double excitations 9-11 these methods are not in common use and still suffer from many of the same issues which plague ground-state DFT: choice of functional, approximate functionals may yield nonvariational energies, etc.
The coupled-cluster formalism is a successful ground state theory which when expanded to treat excited states is able to capture double excitations. These methods include equation-of-motion coupled-cluster 12 and linear response theories based upon approximations of this theory, CIS(D) 13 , CC2, and CC3 14 . While coupled cluster is formally exact, in practice, the excitation level must be truncated at a given number of excited electrons, typically single and double excitations (EOM-CCSD). In order to provide a satisfactory level of correlation for an ex- Spin-flip (SF) methods, which have been utilized in configuration interaction (CI) 16 , DFT 17 , and CC
18
frameworks are another set of tools for treating mutlielectron excitations which do not suffer from the high scaling of the CC formalism. These methods begin with a high spin reference and then employ linear combinations of spin-flipping excitations (α → β) to access states with the desired M s value, such as the ground state. The first of these methods was SF-CIS (spin-flip configuration interaction singles); this method did not provide spin eigenstates and thus SC-SF-CIS 19 (spin-complete SF-CIS) was developed to ameliorate this problem. SF-XCIS 20 , which we shall apply to systems in this paper, is an extension to SC-SF-CIS which includes single excitations from the doubly-occupied space to the virtual space for all occupations of two electrons in the singly-occupied space. Restricted active space spin-flip configuration interaction variants (RAS-SF) [21] [22] [23] are the natural extension of SF-XCIS, which include larger numbers of spin-flips and use RAS techniques to include larger active spaces. Despite their success, the RAS-SF family of methods still suffers from some deficiencies: the excitation energies can be sensitive to the quality of the high-spin reference, these methods lack a full treatment of dynamic correlation, and these methods have exponential scaling with respect to active space size.
In order to properly treat multielectron excitations, quantum chemists typically resort to using a multiconfigurational wavefunction; of these, the most popular is the complete active space self-consistent-field (CASSCF) method 24 , and its second-order perturbation-corrected variant (CASPT2) 25 . CASSCF involves optimizing the orbitals over all the configurations within an active space and thus scales exponentially with the active space size.
This poor scaling limits this method to small basis sets and since appropriate active spaces generally grow with molecular size, to fairly small molecules. Substantial effort has been dedicated to reducing the exponential scaling of of CASSCF; one particularly promising direction is the Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) 26 . DMRG when paired with the CASSCF problem, effectively replaces the CI solver of CASSCF with the DMRG algorithm which is then able to solve the the CASSCF problem exactly in an active space with non-exponential cost for pseudo-linear systems. For 3-dimensional systems DMRG-CASSCF scales exponentially but still favorably with respect to traditional CASSCF solvers.
In this work we present an alternative multiconfigurational wavefunction for treating excited states, nonorthogonal configuration interaction (NOCI) 27, 28 . NOCI scales as O(M 2 max(n 3 e , N 2 )), where M is the number of determinants included, n e is the number of electrons, and N is the size of atomic orbital basis. As we will show, the minimal size of M required to obtain qualitative results can be remarkably small for interesting molecules and thus this method is tractable for even large systems. In traditional CI approaches, one uses excitations out of the reference as the basis for interaction, typically truncating at some number of excitations; singles, doubles, triples, etc. This basis is orthogonal because each state is formed from a combination of the canonical occupied and virtual orbitals which are mutually orthogonal spaces. Orthogonality is not a necessary requirement to perform CI, but chosen because of the ease with which one can compute the Hamiltonian matrix and thus diagonalize it to compute the energies and wavefunctions of the states.
When using different Hartree-Fock solutions as the basis for CI, as is done throughout this paper, the configurations are non-orthogonal. Non-orthogonality makes computation of the Hamiltonian in this basis slightly more complicated, but also potentially allows the basis to span more of the relevant configuration space than a truncated orthogonal one of the same size would. The NOCI wavefunction is a linear combination of multiple Slater determinants and thus applicable to both groundstate and excited-state multireference problems. NOCI may also be used to treat ground-state strong correlation problems, but that will not be our focus here. In order to provide more spin-pure excited states, we will be utilizing generalized Hartree Fock (GHF) 29, 30 solutions. In GHF, the single particle functions are a linear combination of both up (α) and down (β) spin |χ i (r, ξ)⟩ = |ψ
Despite considerable discourse on symmetry breaking in HF [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , many of the broken-symmetry methods (other than simple unrestriction) never gained popularity within the quantum chemistry community, likely due to complications with interpretation (i.e. bad quantum numbers) and computational concerns.
Specifically we would like to point to the recent work of Scuseria and collaborators on the projected Hartree-Fock method (PHF) [36] [37] [38] [39] (which is related to both NOCI and the older EHF) 40 . After being relatively ignored by the electronic structure community, GHF wavefunctions have been used by Scuseria and collaborators in their work on the projected Hartree-Fock method (PHF) [36] [37] [38] [39] . In PHF, one applies projection operators to a broken-symmetry determinant to form an effective Hamiltonian which is then diagonalized until self-consistency. This scheme is a variation after projection (VAP) scheme which allows one to obtain the variationally minimum energy with respect to these broken-symmetry determinants. However, the variationally minimized wavefunction obtained only describes the ground state and thus PHF in the current form is not used to compute excited states for molecular systems (although research in this area is ongoing) 41 . Despite the recent success of this method it suffers from two flaws: it is neither size-consistent nor size-extensive 36 . By size-consistency we mean that the energy evaluated on two non-interacting fragments, A and B, is equal to the sum of their individually evaluated energies: E AB = E A + E B . Size-extensivity implies that when treating an infinite system, a method calculates a correlation energy per particle which does not vanish. A final important property of an excited state method is size-intensivity, which denotes the ability of a method to produce excited state energies which do not change with the addition of non-interacting fragments.
It is well known that orthogonal varieties of CI truncated at a particular level of excitation beyond singles, e.g. configuration interaction single and doubles excitations (CISD), are variational but not size-consistent nor size-intensive. On the other hand NOCI or an orthogonal version of the same method may be made size-consistent and the excitation energies made size-intensive. This is because a non-interacting fragment which by its very nature must not participate in the excitation will not affect the calculation of the excitation energy i.e. the Hamiltonian will be block diagonal in the fragments. Of course this has the caveat that the number of excited determinants required to obtain the same accuracy for the two fragment calculation, assuming the fragments are identical, would be the square of that required for the independent systems. We should also state that for an interacting system the number of determinants necessary would also increase, likely in a non-linear way. NOCI does not provide size-extensive correlation energies for infinite completely interacting systems, but this limitation does not prevent us from studying the bulk of chemistry.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: 1) we shall recapitulate the basic theory of NOCI, 2) describe our new spin-purification scheme and discuss our choice of CI basis, 3) we shall explore NOCI's effectiveness in calculating excited states by applying the method to the first four all-trans linear polyenes and the β-carotene molecule, 4) finally we shall draw some conclusions about how this theory fits into the current quantum chemistry toolbelt and discuss some future extensions for the theory. 
A. Basics
The general idea of NOCI is to build and diagonalize the Hamiltonian in a basis of Slater determinants, henceforth basis states, which are in general non-orthogonal. The non-orthogonality of the basis states introduces an overlap metric, S, into the standard CI eigenvalue problem:
where H is the Hamiltonian matrix, D are the expansion coefficients and E is a diagonal matrix of the energies. Thus NOCI requires one to compute the overlap and Hamiltonian between two generally non-orthogonal basis states; our method for this is outlined below for more details see Reference 28. Let us consider two solutions (Slater determinants):
each formed from n orthogonal occupied molecular orbitals:
These orbitals are orthogonal within a given set but nonorthogonal between the sets. We would like to form two sets of orbitals such that the occupied overlap matrix between the determinants is diagonal:
To obtain these sets we use the corresponding orbitals of Amos and Hall 43, 44 , also known as Löwdin-Paired orbitals 45 . The classic equations (see the appendix of Amos and Hall 43 ) suggest diagonalizing the product wx S †wx S, where
and S µν is the atomic orbital overlap matrix. We found it more numerically stable to use the singular value decomposition (SVD):
where σ is a diagonal matrix of the singular values. It must be noted that in the formulation presented above there is a loss of phase information in the eigenvalues of wx S. Early proponents of these orbitals computed the determinants of both transformation matrices in order to preserve the phase. In our implementation, we compute the eigenvalues of the non-Hermitian matrix, wx S, and compare the product of its diagonal to that of the transformed set, changing the sign as necessary. After each pair of basis states are made biorthogonal, a set of generalized Slater-Condon rules 28,43 may be used to compute the Hamiltonian matrix elements and then the general eigenvalue problem can be solved.
B. Extended Spin-Purification Scheme
Here we present a new spin-purification scheme for NOCI utilizing GHF-type determinants. In prior implementations of NOCI, in an attempt to purify spincontaminated UHF solutions, two degenerate configurations, per one original UHF determinant, were included in the expansion: the excess α configuration and the excess β configuration 28 . When applied to only one UHF determinant this concept is known as the HalfProjected Hartree-Fock Method, an approximation to PHF in which one applies a spin projection operator that selects for either the even or odd quantum number S. Consider a given UHF solution which is exactly a linear combination of two spin-pure components such as a singlet and a triplet, by interacting the excess α and excess β determinants one is able to obtain the two spin-pure configurations by adding and subtracting the determinants appropriately. Within NOCI, the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian provides the proper signs to accomplish this.
In order to extend this spin-purification to determinants which are linear combinations of more than two spin components, we interact non-collinear (GHF) determinants. Applying the same corresponding orbital treatment as above, one obtains a similar set of Slater-Condon rules for matrix elements of the Hamiltonian operator in a basis of GHF solutions. In order to use these wavefunctions for spin-purification, we apply an AO based unitary rotation parameterized by an angle θ to the coefficient matrix which changes the direction of the S z axis without changing the energy. Choosing a rotation angle of π 2 transforms the α component of each orbital into the β component of each orbital and is exactly equivalent to the UHF spin-purification scheme discussed above. Al-though these basis states are degenerate with their unrotated counterparts, they provide a new set of overlap and Hamiltonian matrix elements with the other basis states in the expansion and provide more variational flexibility in the CI. In this work we shall use a quadrature of n q points equidistant between 0 and π 2 to allow spincontaminated states to purify. That is if one originally began with 5 UHF determinants and n q = 5, the NOCI Hamiltonian and overlap would be square matrices of dimension 25. This idea is very similar to the discretization of the gauge integration used for spin-projection in the PHF method 36 and thus we suspect that a small number of quadrature points will remove much of the spincontamination.
In order to compute ⟨ S 2 ⟩ for a given state we evaluate the ⟨ S 2 ⟩ matrix elements for each pair of GHF determinants and then use the eigenvectors of the CI diagonalization to calculate the value of a given state. The matrix element for a pair of determinants (| w Ψ⟩ and | x Ψ⟩) is:
where σ = x, y, z. Here we inserted the resolution of the identity for each determinant (| w Ψ⟩) noting that the occupied and virtual spaces of each determinant are orthogonal, the occupied spaces between the determinants have been made biorthogonal (corresponding orbitals), and the virtual spaces remain non-orthogonal between the two determinants. In order to simplify these resolutions, we have used the property that the spin component operators are one-electron operators and therefore only the ground-state and single-excitations couple through them. In Appendix A, we present a derivation for each matrix element in the above equation, resulting in a computation of ⟨ S 2 ⟩ for each determinantal pair which scales as N 3 where N is the size of the atomic orbital basis.
C. Basis States
Below, we present the algorithm used to obtain the set of non-orthogonal Slater determinants which form the basis for NOCI. We begin by converging a symmetrypreserving RHF solution. From this "ground-state", we form some subset of singly-and doubly-excited orthogonal determinants which are of chemical relevance. These explicitly unrestricted determinants are then allowed to optimize using the Maximum Overlap Method (MOM) 47 combined with the Direct Inversion of the Iterative Subspace (DIIS) extrapolation method 48, 49 until the DIIS error vector is less than 1.0 × 10 −8 . It has been discussed at length 28, 47, [50] [51] [52] [53] that these states provide approximations to excited states despite not being orthogonal to the ground state. The orbital optimization allows for both valence and core relaxation in the presence of the constrained occupancy of what would be virtual orbitals. This relaxation is an important component of the non-orthogonal expansion of the wavefunction and results in a more compact representation than its orthogonal counterpart. As we shall show, an orthogonal set of the same determinants performs poorly in the case of wavefunctions with multireference character. Admittedly, this relaxation is only occurring at the mean field level and thus cannot fully account for these correlations. The relaxation in NOCI is not like that of a CASSCF type wavefunction where all the orbitals are optimized in the presence of all the configurations included in the active space, but rather is a basis state specific optimization.
A development version of QCHEM 3.2 54 utilizing the Armadillo linear algebra library 55 and 6-31G* 56 atomic orbital basis was used for all calculations. All geometries were obtained from optimizations performed with the same basis set using the B3LYP functional 57 .
III. RESULTS

A. Polyenes
The linear polyenes have long been used for testing new excited state methods in electronic structure theory. This is primarily due to the fact that two of the low singlet excited states are of significantly different character. 58 . Due to the chemical similarities of the systems studied in this work (all-trans polyenes and β-carotene), the basis states chosen to represent the final wavefunction were the same. We limited the number of basis states to 10 for two reasons: this allowed us to use a higher number of quadrature points for the new spin-purification scheme and showed that even in this greatly reduced space, NOCI performs quite admirably. The set of basis states consisted of:
Specifically determinant 6 was included in order to target the known double-excitation character of the 2 1 A − g state in the polyenes. For all systems, the excited determinants were optimized within the UHF framework but despite this some of the double excitation 6-8 were found to be solutions of hte RHF equations; the determinants had equal α and β coefficients.
Butadiene
For theoreticians, even the simplest of the linear polyenes, butadiene, has long been a challenge. Many theoretical techniques have been applied to butadiene, including configuration interaction singles (CIS), TDDFT 59 , second-order algebraic diagrammatic construction (ADC (2) state are not precise enough for comparison. In order to assess the value of utilizing the noncollinear (GHF) quadrature for spin-purification, we applied the method with various values of n q to butadiene. In Table I 
values of 1.07 and 1.14 respectively. It looks as though increasing the non-collinear basis can only reduce spin contamination to a finite value without inclusion of more states. Small eigenvalues of the overlap matrix in the NOCI generalized eigenvalue problem are representative of linear dependencies in our basis states. If one investigates these values as n q is increased from 10 to 30, the number of these below a threshhold increases by almost the same number as the number of new determinants. This indicates that for this system, the Hilbert space has been saturated and increasing the quadrature beyond as n q = 10 will not change the answer greatly. The fact that this saturation occurs before ⟨ S 2 ⟩ = 0 is interesting and will be investigated in the future.
For butadiene it should be noted that the ordering of the two singlet excited states is incorrect with respect to the results of Watson 
C2nH2n+2 with 2 ≤ n ≤ 11
We shall now test NOCI on the longer polyenes comparing to both reference methods and methods with similar scaling. In Table II , the vertical excitation energies of the linear polyenes with NOCI n q = 2 and n q = 10 are shown in comparison with other obtained theoretical values. We have included CASPT2 because of this method's popularity in treating multireference excited states and the more recent CASCI-MRMP results 58 in order to provide a benchmark. It should be noted that when comparing these results, the excitation energies will be dependent on many computational parameters such as geometry and basis set and thus the CASPT2 and CASCI-MRMP results cannot be directly compared with those calculated in this work. In order to provide a comparison with methods which have similar scaling and expected accuracy, we have also included results from CI Singles (CIS) and SF-XCIS 20 , calculated using the same geometry and basis set. We have chosen not to include TDDFT results despite previous work 59 because, as stated early, TDDFT would not accurately reproduce double excitations and will suffer from the same failings as CIS. Table II also includes data for "OCI", by which we mean an orthogonal version of CI including the same 10 states as NOCI albeit their unrelaxed counterparts.
First, we will consider the NOCI spin-purification scheme, comparing the results of n q = 2 with that of n q = 10 shows that the change in excitation energies increases as n increases, reaching a final value of ∼ 0.3 eV for the 2 1 A − g state of 11-ene. These changes in energy are directly correlated with the amount of original spin-contamination in these states at the n q = 2   FIG. 2 . Polyene singlet vertical excitation energies (eV), comparing the NOCI (nq = 10) and OCI results. OCI is a multireference CI where the only included configurations are the same configurations as those included in the NOCI, albeit their orthogonal unrelaxed counterparts.
level. Figure 1 shows the change in ⟨ S 2 ⟩ for both excited states as a function of chain length for both levels of quadrature. Again the quadrature is able to reduce spincontamination by about a factor of three for all states. It seems it may be beneficial to increase n q as the amount of spin-contamination increases in the basis states but in order to maintain a consistent comparison we have remained at n q = 10.
Let us begin now compare the energies of OCI to those of NOCI; Table II contains a column for both OCI and energy change with respect to NOCI (n q = 10) (∆(OCI-NOCI)) and Figure 2 contains the OCI and NOCI (n q = 10) results plotted with respect to chain length. Clearly, OCI does not provide an accurate description of the doubly excited 2 1 A − g state and the relaxation of the orbitals by NOCI decreases the energy of this state by greater than 1 eV for the whole set of molecules. NOCI is able to account for substantial additional correlation energy when compared to an orthogonal CI with the same number of determinants; i.e. NOCI contains a more compact representation of the true wavefunction and encompasses more of the relevant configuration space. The difference between OCI and NOCI is not as pronounced for the 1 1 B + u state, where the state is primarily a single configuration and thus treated comparably by both OCI and NOCI. As the chain length increases (approximately at n = 8), the single configuration picture of the 1 1 B + u breaks down and OCI and NOCI begin to diverge. This is an indication that the relaxation in the determinants which make up the 1 1 B
+ u state in NOCI are beginning to take on character of more than one orthogonal state.
A subset of the results in Table II state is the HOMO → LUMO doubly excited state, with smaller components on other states of the correct symmetry. Although SF-XCIS shows the two states reversing order twice between 2 ≤ n ≤ 4 (when the correct result is one crossing around n = 3 (hexatriene)), the method does recover the correct ordering of these two states for the longer chains. Comparing NOCI with SF-XCIS, it is amazing that NOCI using only 10 determinants can compete with SF-XCIS, a method which includes more doubles excitations than NOCI, some triple excitations, and an increasing configuration space with molecular size. This again shows the power of using relaxed non-orthogonal configurations when compared to their orthogonal counter parts. For longer polyenes, the relative energy of these two states becomes constant in both NOCI and SF-XCIS, which is in contrast to the behavior of the reference method CASCI-MRMP, which for longer chains shows an increase in the separation of these two states. For SF-XCIS, this degradation indicates that one may need to increase the active space and potentially the number of spin-flips. For NOCI, one should use more than 10 determinants to treat a polyene chain of length n = 11 but for the purposes of illustrating the applicability of this method and for a fair comparison across these systems we thought this number of basis states to be sufficient.
B. β-Carotene
Carotenoids are an important class of biological molecules because they, along with chlorophylls, comprise a substantial fraction of the chromophores involved in light-harvesting in plants and cyanobacteria. Carotenoids provide two functions in photosynthetic organisms: they directly absorb light energy for use in photosynthesis and also participate in a photoprotection mechanism. For a thorough discussion of experimental and theoretical results for these systems, including the difficulty in peak assignment, we recommend the review of Polívka and Sundström. 72 Having been featured in two prior electronic structure studies, we chose β-carotene (a carotenoid with 11 double bonds) as a sample carotenoid to examine the performance of NOCI on these biologically-relevant molecules. This is an interesting test case for NOCI, because the lower symmetry of this molecule lends itself naturally to the breaking of spatial symmetry within the excited state determinants. Historically the excited states of the carotenoids have been labeled S1, S2, etc; here we shall opt to reuse the polyene excited state nomenclature despite β-carotene having a lower point group symmetry. Table III shows the vertical excitation energies and ⟨ S 2 ⟩ values for β-carotene with NOCI, SF-XCIS and two other methods: Density Matrix Renormalization Group CASSCF (DMRG-CASSCF) 73 , which was discussed in the Introduction, and DFT/MRCI 74, 75 , which we shall describe briefly now.
DFT/MRCI is a semi-empirical procedure combining DFT for dynamic correlation and MRCI for strong correlations and excited states. This method involves a number of features including an efficient parallelization scheme, an extensive configuration selection, and use of the resolution of the identity (RI) approximation for fourindex integrals. Despite these advantages, DFT/MRCI still possesses drawbacks such as choice of functional, empirical parameters for forming the effective Hamiltonian and use of an empirical recipe to avoiding double counting of correlation effects. Even with the considerable configuration selection, the method requires millions of configuration state functions for a molecule of the size of β-carotene. Because this method does include dynamic correlation, we will consider it a possible benchmark, keeping in mind that it is difficult to estimate the errors for a method which is non-variational.
To our knowledge, these are the only two studies of β-carotene applying modern electronic structure methods which can qualitatively treat double excitations. TDDFT has been applied to study the S 0 → S 2 transition 76 , but as stated previously, standard linear-response TDDFT cannot accurately treat double excitations 7, 8 and thus should not be trusted for any transitions involving the 2 1 A − g state, including investigations of potential energy surfaces.
In the DMRG-CASSCF work, the authors averaged over the four lowest eigenstates and thus within their calculation were unable to obtain the 1B + u state. They found a state ordering of
with excitation to the 3 1 A − g at 4.31 eV, which gives a lower bound to the 1B + u state. This ordering is correct within the active space but CASSCF does not include any dynamic correlation outside of this space (e.g. σ-π) , which is known to be important for the 1B + u state. In fact, DFT-MRCI, a method which includes these σ-π correlations, orders the states as + u states have dynamic correlation of ∼ 1 eV and > 2 eV, respectively. From this estimate, we can see that neither NOCI nor SF-XCIS (methods designed primarily to treat static correlation) are truly able to determine the state ordering as neither value is separated by the > 1 eV difference that would be added by a more complete treatment of dynamic correlation. In comparison to SF-XCIS, NOCI does provide a better estimate of the gap between these two states. Considering the difference in the complexity of the wavefunctions of these methods, it is striking that NOCI is able to achieve the results that it does. Comparing the results of both NOCI and SF-XCIS on β-carotene to that of the polyenes, we see that these methods treat this systems as a polyene of approximately length n = 10, which is consistent with the fact that the conjugation of β-carotene is broken by the slight twist in the polyene backbone of the molecule. Again the differences between NOCI and the reference could likely be reduced by the inclusion of more states; specifically one would like to include more double excitations, which are of known importance to molecules with this length of conjugation. We want to stress that in this current form of "hand"-picking excited determinants, NOCI cannot be expected to stand up against DFT/MRCI.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that NOCI may be used to calculate excitation energies for double excitations in conjugated systems. Although the excitation energies presented in this work were not quantitative, we believe this method shows promise for future use in this direction. NOCI scales favorably compared to many other multireference methods and could be applied to systems even larger than those presented here. We applied a new spin-purification scheme resulting in better ⟨ S 2 ⟩ values and excitation energies for both the ground and excited states. NOCI also shows promise where orbital relaxation may be important such as singlet-triplet gaps in transition metal systems. We also feel this method could be applied to excited states with charge transfer character as the relaxation of the orbitals would allow for charge redistribution after "excitation".
Further developments and generalizations of NOCI are possible in many directions. Currently, the most unsatisfactory portion of NOCI, as it was used in this study, is the selection of basis states by human input and can lead to biasing of the results. This is only exacerbated by the reliance of this procedure on the Maximum Overlap Method (MOM) which, because it involves a non-linear optimization can be difficult to converge to the correct determinants. A black-box method for selection of basis states and a reduced dependence on MOM is our next target of research and progress is already underway in this direction. In this work, we used GHF determinants for spin-purification, but one could also search for noncollinear GHF determinants to provide more basis states. As a wavefunction based CI theory, NOCI would also benefit from many of the known routes to target an improved treatment of dynamic correlation, such as that used in CASPT2. Finally, we plan on implementing nuclear gradients in order to follow the potential energy surfaces of the excited states calculated above as well as orbital gradients, which would allow for an orbital optimized NOCI;, very related to the resonating Hartree- between to non-orthogonal determinants may be written as:
where σ = x, y, z. We shall now show how to compute each matrix element in the above equation. The equations for the spin components for a given ground state determinant with itself are given by:
where P αβ etc. are the blocks of the GHF density matrix and S AO is the atomic orbital overlap. These are obtained by applying the the Pauli spin matrices to our noncollinear (GHF) wavefunction. 29, 78 To compute ⟨ w Ψ| x Ψ⟩ we use the fact that in the corresponding orbital basis the inter-determinantal overlap matrix wx S is diagonal, which gives us:
where s i are the elements of that diagonal. To compute ⟨ w Ψ |S σ | w Ψ a i ⟩ we recall that each individual Slater determinant maintains orthogonality between their respective occupied and virtual subspaces, therefore: ⟩ , we will utilize the matrix determinant lemma which states:
where A is an n-by-n invertible matrix and U and V are n-by-m matrices and are not related to the U and V of the SVD. The lemma becomes useful when we notice that, akin to the element ⟨ w Ψ ⟩ involves replacing a row and a column of wx S. In our case the matrix A will be the corresponding orbitals overlap matrix wx S, the determinant of which is ⟨ w Ψ| x Ψ⟩ which we have already computed above. Recalling this matrix is diagonal the inverse may also be computed easily. The U and V must be constructed so that they replace the elements of the wx S appropriately; in our case because we are replacing a row and a column of this matrix U and V will be nby-2 matrices making the so far unknown determinant on the right hand side the determinant of 2-by-2 matrix. The construction of U and V involves recognizing that the substitutions in | w Ψ⟩ make for rows consisting of elements ⟨ w ϕ a | x ϕ i ⟩, substitutions in | x Ψ⟩ make for columns consisting of elements ⟨ w ϕ j | x ϕ b ⟩ and both substitutions make a point of intersection ⟨ w ϕ a | x ϕ b ⟩. Utilizing Kronecker deltas to take into account when to add and subtract the values, we can write down U and V:
where i represents the occupied orbital substituted by a, the virtual orbital, of | w Ψ⟩ and j and b likewise for | x Ψ⟩, and the indices k and l represent dummy occupied orbital indices (the n rows of these skinny matrices). After some algebra we arrive at:
This expression can then be split up into the on and off diagonal terms, combined with the equations of A1, and contracted appropriately to form an evaluation of ⟨ S 2 ⟩ which scales as N 3 per determinantal pair where N is the size of atomic orbital basis.
